
 If a group of 3 people are told that they 
will get candy at the end of the 

experiment and are rushed to do so, than 
they will do worse than the other group of 

3 subjects because they are focused on 
one topic that is irrelevant to the task 

they are doing, and they are being rushed 
to do so, therefore they will be nervous 

and that will slow them down.

“When your body feels rushed or has anxiety, you can 
sometimes experience memory loss because of the 
anxiety and sudden rushes of adrenaline.”
Reworded from Rivier EDU.

“With anxiety, you might find yourself stuck in a cycle 
of nervousness and worry, unable to stop mentally 
running through dreaded potential outcomes. This 
anxiety loop can take up a lot of mental energy.Many 
people find that this state of near-constant stress 
and hypervigilance takes a toll on their memory.” 
Healthline.com

How does anxiety affect 
your memory?

Research:

     People might have always been worried 
about not making a deadline for an 
important assignment in their job. In 
turn, they might work super hard on it. 
We wanted to see if a rushed person can 
actually forget why they are doing 
something and how to do it since they are 
so focused on something else, such as 
what they are going to get. And we 
thought one way to test that is a simple 
card game. 

Hypothesis:

● Independent- The 
amount of stress a 
person has

● Dependent- The amount 
of time taken to solve

● Constant: The amount 
of cards used

Variables

● 8 playing cards
● 6 people (Two groups of three)
● 1 minute timer
● Quiet area

    
1. Gather Experimental group
2. Inform them they get candy if they match all cards 

in 3 minutes 
3. Lead them to a quiet room.
4. Instruct them look at the cards for a duration of 5 

seconds.
5. Flip over the cards and randomly shuffle them 

around.
6. Start the timer and tell them to match the cards 

correctly.
7. Repeatedly remind them about the reward they could 

get as they solve.
8. Reward them their candy.
9. Restart experiment with Control group, this time 

not rushing at all, just observing.

Materials: Procedure:

First 
Subject

Second 
Subject

Third 
Subject Average

Control 26 
seconds

27 
seconds 40 seconds 31 seconds

Experime
ntal 

22 
seconds

43 
seconds 36 seconds 33.67 

seconds

Results:
     Our hypothesis stated that If a group of 3 people are told that they will get 
candy at the end of the experiment and are rushed to do so, than they will do worse 
than the other group of 3 subjects because they are focused on one topic that is 
irrelevant to the task they are doing, and they are being rushed to do so, therefore 
they will be nervous and that will slow them. Our hypothesis was correct. The 
Experimental group took 2.67 seconds longer than it took for the Control group to 
solve the Memory Card Game. As a future experiment, we can do a longer time, 
have fewer or more different trials or groups, or use a different way of persuading 
the Experimental group to go faster.

Conclusion:
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